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Oxygen

More than just an icon theme...
What is Oxygen?

(where have you been in the last 3/4 years?!?)
What is Oxygen?

- An icon theme
- A cursor theme
- A splashscreen
- A KDM theme
- A sound theme
- A widget style
- A Plasma theme
- A Scribus theme
- A website
- A visual direction for plasmoid
- Beautiness for KDE 4
- A palette
- An inkscape theme
What is Oxygen?

An Icon theme...
What is Oxygen?

A widget style...
A windecoration...
What is Oxygen?

A Plasma theme...
What is Oxygen?

A cursor theme...
What is Oxygen?

A sound theme...
What is Oxygen?

A marketing idea...

- marketing through art -
What is Oxygen?

A source of inspiration for many artists...
The future of Oxygen

...or what's missing to conquer the world...
The future of Oxygen

Bright!
Many new people!
The future of Oxygen

Project: Web team
The future of Oxygen

Project: UI team
The future of Oxygen

Generic improvements

- Palette - Icons - Cursors - ...
The future of Oxygen

Polishing, polishing, polishing, polishing.
Questions?

(autographs later)